Does hERG coassemble with a beta subunit? Evidence for roles of MinK and MiRP1.
The voltage-gated potassium channel formed by hERG pore-forming alpha subunits generates the IKr cardiac potassium current, and is considered essential for human ventricular repolarization. What is not certain is whether human IKr channels contain ancillary subunits in vivo. Two chief contenders for this role are MinK (encoded by KCNE1) and MiRP1 (KCNE2). MinK and MiRP1 are single transmembrane domain peptides that can co-assemble with hERG in heterologous systems. MinK increases hERG currents by an unknown mechanism. MiRP1 alters hERG current density and gating, although no consensus has been reached as to the precise extent of these effects. Here we discuss key aspects of the debate surrounding the potential roles of MinK and MiRP1 in IKr: inconsistencies between reports of the effects of MiRP1 on hERG in vitro; association with long QT syndrome of inherited mutations in MinK and MiRP1; and a role for MiRP1 polymorphisms in acquired arrhythmia despite the apparent inability of MiRP1 to impinge upon the unique inner vestibule drug-binding site that dominates hERG pharmacology.